
Transformation
For people and places with

feng shui, space clearing
& healing



Consultant - shamanic practitioner - healer - facilitator - guide

Welcome To

Fire Horse!

I have been serving feng shui & space clearing 
clients as a full time professional consultant 
throughout the UK and abroad since 2005, and 
healing clients since 1995. I offer a holistic and 
whole-hearted service.

I invite you to contact me to see how I can serve 
you, your home or business.

Best wishes

Sue Holmes

Fire Horse specialises in feng shui, space clearing and healing. I facilitate 
transformation for people and places, with individual consultations & sessions, 
group training & events.

Business
Professional Harmony empowering 

your business – with feng shui & space 

clearing.

Residential
The Home Healer – creating a 

harmonious and supportive home 

using feng shui & space clearing.

Training
Trinity Training – certified courses in: 

space clearing; shamanic practitioner 

& energy healer; & angelic reiki.

Events
Healing circles with cacao, dance and 

laughter; life event celebrations; & 

adventures abroad.

Healing
Individual sessions that weave 

together shamanic healing, energy 

healing, colour light therapy & angelic 

reiki.



Business
Professional Harmony

These have varied from accountants and 
management consultants, to hotels, restaurants and 
health retreats; from corporate companies to sole 
traders; local businesses to a enterprises around the 
world.

I have been providing feng shui and space clearing consultations to businesses 
across the UK and beyond since 2005.

Please get in touch with me to 
discuss how you would like to 
transform your business.

Space Clearing

Professional Harmony uses space clearing 
techniques with the intention of
clearing away any stagnant energy or negative 
imprints from the history of a building, and filling it 
with fresh, revitalised energy, supporting clarity and 
success.

Feng Shui

Business feng shui helps to create a work 
environment where there is harmony between the 
building, its environment and the people who work 
there. 
There are feng shui methods that are designed 
to unlock the wealth and success potential of a 
building, and to support the staff, so as to bring out 
their best potential.

My recommendations are rooted in practicality and building sense as well as  classical feng shui principles.
Sue’s feng shui recommendations and space clearing for our 
home and business were SUPERB!

Mani & Amanda Norland, The School of Homeopathy, Stroud“ ”

I was initially skeptical, but the results speak for 
themselves. This has been an amazing experience with 
outstanding results.
Bernie & Heidi Le Bon, Directors, JBE Consultancy, Business & Management Consultants, 
Northampton

“ ”



Residential
The Home Healer

Whether you want to create the most harmonious 
and supportive home, make a new house your own, 
enhance your quality of life, or sell a property, my 
feng shui and space clearing consultations are 
aimed at supporting you to achieve this.

The Home Healer focuses on transforming your home and quality of life, using 
feng shui and space clearing.

I have provided feng shui and space 
clearing consultations to clients 
across the UK and beyond since 
2005.

After struggling to move house and losing a buyer, I turned to shaman 

Sue Holmes to space clear my house to revitalise its energy and attract 

a new buyer. Within a week I had a buyer who matched my asking price 

and a week later I’d had my offer accepted on the perfect new home in 

the perfect location. I’d highly recommend this magic lady to anyone in 

need of a spiritual spring clean.

Kate Delamere - Commissioning Editor, Spirit and Destiny magazine, London

“ ”

Space Clearing

Space clearing is a profound and effective 
technique that aims to clear the past energy from 
a home, giving us a fresh start. It seeks to fill our 
home with vibrant, revitalised energy, infused with 
our heartfelt intentions, and in doing so raise the 
quality of our lives.

 I create a powerful ceremony, weaving together shamanic techniques, sound healing, geomancy, oracular 
guidance and ancient rituals, with my gifts as seer and healer.

Feng Shui

My feng shui consultations include:
- Classical feng shui (including Form, Flying stars, 
Bazhai)
- Intuitive feng shui
- Nine star ki astrology
- Earth healing for geopathic stress
- Healthy home survey with professional meters
- Responding to your specific questions eg colour 
schemes

Creating a harmonious home that best supports your health, wealth, love, happiness and aspirations.



Trinity Training
Earth - Heart - Spirit

My teaching style is enthusiastic and authentic. 
I create a supportive space where students have 
room to practice, gain confidence and enjoy their 
new skills. My courses reflect my passion for waking 
up as individuals, stepping up as practitioners, and 
celebrating as tribe.

 I have been teaching healing since 1998. These courses are a sharing of all the 
methods and wisdom that I have acquired over the years.

For dates and more details of all current course, visit firehorse.uk.com/training

My courses are certified 
and accredited by the IPHM 
(International Practitioners of 
Holistic Medicine).

Professional Space Clearing Training

During 3 four day modules spread over one year, 
we will shape-shift through the roles and arts 
of the practitioner, consultant, ceremonialist, 
healer, geomancer and shaman, equipping you to 
be a professional space clearing and geomancy 
consultant.

You will learn:
- space clearing practices

- creating ritual and ceremony

- working with the elements

- sound and energy healing

- shamanic healing and journeying

- geomancy and land healing 

- spirit release

- oracular guidance

- developing intuition

- feng shui principles

- professional practise & ethics

- consulting with clients

- promoting your business

Shamanic Practitioner &

Energy Healer Training

Each five day module includes movement, dance, 
live music, singing together, being in nature, a 
sacred fire and sharing circles.

Weaving together ancient shamanic healing 
methods with modern techniques of energy healing 
science, into one extraordinary healing toolbox:

- Infusion & extraction

- Intention alignment

- Sound healing

- Organ and spine regeneration

- Relationship cords

- Regression

- Auric surgery

- Power animal & soul retrieval

- Compassionate de-possession

- Curse unravelling

This is a profound yet simple healing technique, 
as a channel for reiki and healing from the angels, 
ascended masters and galactic healers.

Angelic reiki practitioner training is taught over a 
weekend - £252 

Angelic reiki teacher training takes three days - 
£450

Both courses are certified by the Angelic Reiki 
Association

Angelic Reiki



Healing
Sessions

I am equipped with a range of holistic healing 
techniques which I combine with my gifts of clear-
seeing, grounded presence, connection with spirit, 
and a compassionate heart, to create the most 
beneficial healing session for you.

 I have been facilitating healing sessions since 1995, for thousands of people.

In most sessions, I am guided to 
use a combination of the healing 
techniques listed below.

Shamanic Healing

Shamanism is the oldest form of healing on the planet, 
dating back to Palaeolithic times, and practised by 
tribes all around the world, with cultural differences 
stemming from core methods:

- Extraction

- Power animal & soul retrieval

- Compassionate de-possession

- Curse unravelling

Energy Healing

Energy healing is a hands on holistic approach to 
health, that seeks to assist the body/mind/spirit in 
restoring its true nature.

- Infusion & extraction

- Sound healing

- Auric surgery

- Intention alignment

- Organ and spine regeneration

- Relationship cords

- Regression

- Entity release

Colour Light Therapy

Colour light therapy works in a similar way to 
acupuncture, whereby colour light is directed to 
points on the body using a pen torch and coloured 
glass rods instead of needles. 

Colour light therapists believe that cells 
communicate through the frequency of light, and 
each colour has a particular healing effect on the 
body, mind, emotions and spirit.

Angelic Reiki

This is a very gentle, yet profound healing 
technique. 

Angelic reiki practitioners believe that they channel 
healing energy from the angelic kingdom, ascended 
masters and galactic healers to their clients, with 
the intention of facilitating the most perfect healing 
for them at that time.



Events

Fire Horse events range from personal development workshops and life event 
celebrations, to adventures abroad.

For dates and more details of all current events, visit firehorse.uk.com/events

Workshops

- Healing circles with cacao, dance and laughter

- Empowerment with animal spirit medicine

Adventures

Supporting animal conservation
- India

- Africa

- South America

Sue was born to run laughter workshops! She has a hugely 
infectious laugh, and is full to the brim, if not overflowing, 
with enthusiasm. Her passion for life, love and laughter is 
inspiring. She can be trusted to hold space for laughter as 
well as tears.
Ben Taylor - Artist, Devon

“ ”
‘I found Sue to be a very enthusiastic, professional, and passionate tour 

guide… eager to give everyone the best experience possible. She is a 

lovely person and there was never a time that she was off par - be that 

on very early morning game drives, or late into the night. She would 

always share information about the wildlife, ask if folk were ok, include 

people who were more shy, and take care of anyone who was finding 

things a bit hard. She also has a great sense of humour and plays 

excellent music! I would travel anywhere with Sue.’ 

Brian Thompson - Transport and Logistics, North Berwick

“ ”
Life Event Celebrations

‘Spiritual but non-religious’ sacred ceremonies:
- Baby-naming 

- Marriage

- Funerals



Space Clearing Consultant

Holistic Healer

Facilitator

Feng Shui Consultant

Teacher

Guide

I create a powerful ceremony, weaving together shamanic 

techniques, sound healing, geomancy, oracular guidance and 

ancient rituals, with my gifts as seer and healer.

With over 25 years’ experience, I hold a safe, grounded and 

nurturing space, combining shamanic practices, energy healing, 

colour light therapy and angelic reiki, into a potent recipe for 

healing.

I hold dance & laughter circles with cacao. I also lead ‘spiritual 

non-religious’ baby-naming, marriage and funeral ceremonies; 

working with you to create a heart-centred and sacred 

ceremony.

I communicate warmly with clients and offer a rich toolbox 

tailored to support every need. My recommendations are rooted 

in practicality and classical feng shui principles. I have the vision 

and intuition to bring out the positive potential unique to every 

building, creating harmony and inspiration.

My teaching style is enthusiastic and authentic. I create a 

supportive space where students have room to practice, gain 

confidence and enjoy their new skills. My courses reflect 

my passion for waking up as individuals, stepping up as 

practitioners, and celebrating as tribe.

Leading adventures in India, Africa and South America, 

supporting animal conservation.

Services

Sue is a lucky find for anyone that comes across her. I had the 

experience of Sue’s heart-centred approach to both space clearing and 

my baby-naming ceremony. Sue’s sensitive and caring approach made 

them extra-special and her nurturing and healing gifts shone through 

truly magical experiences.

Training with Sue was a truly life changing experience for me. The 

teachings were beautifully delivered with clarity and integrity. If 

anyone has the chance to work with Sue, I recommend jumping at the 

opportunity. I cannot recommend her highly enough!

Thank you, Sue, for your rare clarity, steadfast strength & deep loving 

kindness. I will always recognise your skill as a healer, teacher and 

medicine woman. Anyone who meets Sue will be blessed by her 

essence of guidance and healing.

Claire Snook - Homeopath, Wiltshire

Holland Risley - Web design, Bristol

David Nassim - Qi Gong Healer, Wells, Somerset

“

“
“

”

”
”

Testimonials

If you haven’t had the pleasure of working with Sue, then I’d suggest 

you hurry up. This lady is in demand!

Marianne Willis – Energy Healer & Teacher“ ”



Sue Holmes
sue@firehorse.uk.com

07786 291967

firehorse.uk.com


